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ABSTRACT
he effort is primarily to accelerate delivery of an improved stability and transition analysis tool. The initial goal is to aid contractors supported under the DARPA FALCON program in the development and test of Common Aero Vehicle (CAV) maneuvering reentry configurations. Under this effort, state-of-the-art computational tools developed for hypersonic boundary layer stability research will be integrated into a user-friendly package (the Stability and Transition Analysis for Reentry tool, STAR). STAR will be based on Parabolized Stability Equation (PSE) solvers, with additional modules to account for crossflow, transient growth, and roughness effects. Previous flight and ground test data will be analyzed for validation and calibration of th new tool, and stability and transition on actual contractor-provided CAV configurations will be analyzed computationally in concert with ground tests of the same configurations.
Stability and Transition Analysis for Reentry tool, STAR Summary
The effort is primarily to accelerate delivery of an improved stability and transition analysis tool. The initial goal is to aid contractors supported under the DARPA FALCON program in the development and test of Common Aero Vehicle (CAV) maneuvering reentry configurations. Under this effort, state-of-the-art computational tools developed for hypersonic boundary layer stability research will be integrated into a user-friendly package (the Stability and Transition Analysis for Reentry tool, STAR). STAR will be based on Parabolized Stability Equation (PSE) solvers, with additional modules to account for crossflow, transient growth, and roughness effects. Previous flight and ground test data will be analyzed for validation and calibration of the new tool, and stability and transition on actual contractor-provided CAV configurations will be analyzed computationally in concert with ground tests of the same configurations.
The goal is to deliver source code and documentation that is to be made available at no charge to prospective users, as directed by the Department of Defense. The code will run on Linux clusters running MPI. Additional documentation will report the details of the test cases used for calibration and validation. STAR is to become a government-furnished code like POST, HYCOM, or CMA, which is available from a government source and continuously improved in terms of accuracy and range of applicability.
Detailed Technical Approach and Progress to Date
Laminar-turbulent transition is critical to gliding hypersonic reentry vehicles and hypersonic airbreathing cruise vehicles, such as those presently being developed under the DARPA FALCON program. However, no ground-test facility can reliably evaluate transition, as none combine the low noise levels, high Mach numbers, high transition Reynolds numbers, and high enthalpy levels that are observed in flight. Reliable test and evaluation of transition-sensitive designs will require development of a new transition-prediction tool. This tool must extrapolate from new and existing ground experiments and existing flight data, to obtain reliable results for new designs in flight, without extensive flight testing. A reliable tool must be based on the actual physical mechanisms that lead to transition; such a tool now appears feasible due to continuing improvements in computational capabilities. Therefore, the STAR program proposes to develop a mechanism-based transition prediction tool for hypersonic flows, to be first used for the gliding reentry vehicles associated with FALCON. This tool will be developed, calibrated, and validated using existing and new experimental data from ground and flight tests, both unclassified and classified. A comprehensive effort of this type has never been attempted before, as previous attempts to compare to flight data were carried out in the 1970's, when mechanism-based transition simulations were not feasible for flight vehicles. Purdue provided expertise in the physics and the experimental database, for both ground and flight tests, and provided unclassified test cases to Reed and Brady. Schneider also aided in the interpretation of the experiments and the analysis of the computational results. In addition, Purdue will be providing new experimental data in the Boeing/AFOSR Mach-6 Quiet Tunnel (presently running with conventional noise levels except at low pressures). These new experiments focus on blunt cones at angle of attack and will include roughness effects.
Reed and Brady computed the flow over a sharp cone at 0 AOA as an initial test case for comparison with the experiments of Schneider. The sharp cone has a 7-deg half-angle, is 16.3 inches in length, and has a base diameter of 4 inches. The cone surface temperature is 300K and the freestream Mach number is 5.8. The basic state was completed and verified, and the stability calculations were underway.
ASU also advised the Minnesota team in the development of mechanism-based transitionestimation modules based on the nonlinear parabolized stability equations, and started to evaluate the computational tool for unclassified test cases. ASU also advised on modeling crossflow-instability physics. 
